What’s in a show? Engaging, socially and emotionally conscious, and creative episodes that support learning and encourage active participation. Students join in on the fun by completing creative challenges and singing, dancing, drawing, and rhyming along with teaching artists and educators.

• All episodes are professionally captioned and are reviewed ahead of time by a race equity task force to ensure content is accessible to all kids.

CHOOSING FROM 3 TIERS:

1. **30 Arts & Learning Kids videos** for selected grade-band (PreK-K, 2nd-3rd or 3rd-5th) or content area (ELA or Math).

2. **100 Arts & Learning Kids videos** with Standards Sheet for each show, Academic and Creative Extension Teacher Guide for each show, and a “train the trainer” session on how to leverage the Arts & Learning Kids show for your teachers and families.

3. **Everything in Tier #2 plus** YA will review the scope and sequence of your ELA and Math curriculum and identify one show per week per grade level that reinforces that content!

* FUN FRIDAY! Included in Tier 3 – one Arts & Learning Kids show and discussion guide per week custom selected by YA to fit your curriculum!

Schools decide how students will tune in! Air the videos on a local access channel, post to a website, or have YA create a portal for families and teachers.

For more information or to purchase a program tier, contact Nora Dennehy at nora@yamd.org or call 410-837-7577 ext. #116

www.yamd.org/remote-learning